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try at such a rate as in the United States, owing primarily to the many splendid inventions made in your country, but also because the New "World lacks the excellent beasts of burden, such as camels and dromedaries, which do such good service in many other dry regions of the world; the only indigenous beast of burden in the western hemisphere is, of course, the llama.
In the dry regions of Asia and Africa there are still very few, frequently no railroads, so that, for the most part, transportation in those regions has to be carried on in the old-fashioned way; and especially geographers and explorers will still for many years to come have to depend upon the old methods of transportation, namely, by means of riding and baggage animals.
The circumstances which make transportation in dry regions differ from transportation in humid countries are: (1) that in dry countries you often do not find water for a long time; (2) that rain, when it falls at all in those regions, falls very irregularly and often with great violence.
On the flat plains in the High Pamirs and in many other places in Central Asia, and in the Sahara and elsewhere, it often happens that you may find lakes and streams one year which disappear the next. The steppes and deserts of Central Asia and, as we have seen, also of the western United States, are furrowed by wadis, valleys sometimes carrying water, but mostly dry, which owe their existence to sudden rain showers and to the wind. This circumstance makes the soil surface unsuited to the building of roads or the passage of wagons or carts.
The rivers in dry mountain regions, when they carry water, are mostly turbulent and form rapids and cataracts; they are therefore of no use for navigation. On the plains they often become very wide and therefore not deep enough for transportation. Even so, they would not come into consideration, as the majority of steppe and desert rivers are dry for the greater part of the year and sometimes disappear entirely.
The rivers on dry plains often change their beds, so that it is in many places useless to build permanent bridges over them; the bridge would perhaps, a year after it was built, not span a river but a part of the dry steppe, plain or desert instead.
Bridges built over mountain streams in dry regions and roads in such countries are often exposed to destruction by sudden rainfall

